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attempted to consolidate or organize the discourse or memory of those 
locations, which can help them to maintain or reinforce the glory of the Ming 
Empire. The starting point of the inquiry of this paper will be: How the Joseon 
intellectuals made their collective memory of the Ming Dynasty?

This article attempts to argue that Joseon intellectuals’ knowledge on the 
outside world was not fully collected by themselves but mainly produced by 
the mission interpreters. Interpreters not only translated the dialogues between 
Joseon intellectuals and Chinese but also constructed the outside world for the 
intellectuals. Natalie Rothman had studied the “trans-imperial subjects,” the 
individuals, such as converts, merchants, translators, and diplomats, traversed 
between Venice and the Ottoman Empire to operate the political, geographic, 
cultural, and ethnic-linguistic contact zone between Venice and the Ottoman 
Empire. In the monograph, Rothman argued that those trans-imperial subjects 
played a central role as a cultural broker in elaborating the key categories of 
alterity between self and others, such as Christendom and Islam or Europe and 
the Levant. This argument sheds light on the roles of these cultural brokers in 
the process of the creation of new knowledge for the trans-imperial relations 
(Rothman 2012, 1-18). In the Joseon context, the interpreters played the role of 
“cultural brokers” during the Yeonhaeng mission to facilitate the intellectuals in 
collecting information of China and elaborating the information as producing 
the new knowledge which the intellectuals were concerned.

The knowledge about China produced by Joseon interpreters was re-called 
as the Joseon intellectuals’ memory on the Ming Dynasty. French historian 
Pierre Nora (1989) popularized the concept of “lieu de mémoire” (Site of 
Memory). As Hon Tsz-ki described, 

“Lieu de mémoire” can be the specific locations where one can visit to 
be in touch with the past, such as a battlefield, a castle, or an abbacy. At 
the same time, “lieu de mémoire” can be the texts in which the past is 
enshrined in written and visual images, such as diaries, paintings, pictures, 
poems, treatises, and historical documents. “Lieu de mémoire” can facilitate 
the people to identify the linking between the community’s past and the 
physical or conceptual “place.” (Hon 2011, 137)

“Lieu de mémoire” helped the French historians to re-write the modern history 
of France, to particularly discuss how the symbolic heritages in France, like an 

Introduction 

Many scholars on East Asian studies in different countries are now focusing 
on the texts of Yeonhaengrok (Records of Joseon Mission to Beijing 燕行錄) 
to evaluate many topics of Korean history,1 Chinese history, and the Sino-
Korean relationship in the Qing Dynasty (Bae 2009; Sun 2018; Yang 2011). 
Scholars had a particular focus on the Yeonhaeng (Joseon Mission to Beijing) 
envoys themselves rather than the surrounding members. Therefore, the 
role of interpreters in the Yeonhaeng mission was ignored by most of the  
scholars.2 However, interpreters in the mission not only worked for the 
interpreting duties in the court rituals but also participated in the duties of 
trading, intelligence collecting, and negotiation with the Chinese officials 
or commoners (Baek 2012). These duties allowed the interpreters to collect 
some unique information from an unexpected source, which facilitated the 
intellectuals to understand Qing China’s society easily. Meanwhile, interpreters 
worked as a cultural broker to facilitate the Joseon intellectuals to grasp and 
consolidate stories or facts of China, which was the critical component of their 
memory of the Ming Dynasty.

During the Yeonhaeng mission, envoys regularly crossed the main 
battlefield of the Ming-Qing conflict,3 such as Ningyuan 寧遠, Shanhai 
Pass 山海關, and Jinzhou 錦州. Some members of Joseon Yeonhaengsa had 
the opportunity to visit the sites with historical meaning about Ming-Qing 
transition during their mission to Beijing. In these sites, Joseon intellectuals 

                   
              

                
         

                   
                 
                  
              

                
                

               
             
                 

                   
  

1. In 2001 and 2008, Im Gijung 林基中 consisted more than 100 volumes of travel records of
Yeonhaengrok to expand the scholars’ horizons of the cultural exchange between China and Korea
through the worldview of envoys. His monograph was the most important work to cover the historical
significance in different aspects of Yeonhaengrok studies. See Im 2002.

2. Huang Chun-chieh 黃俊傑 proposed to shift our focus of the study from the results of cultural
exchange to its processes and named this as “the turn from results to processes.” He suggested that “…
However, if we adopt the new standpoint, aside from a focus on the classics we would also pay
attention to the way in which the contemporary environment, atmosphere, and the political situation
influenced the interpreters’ approach to the classics. Furthermore, we would also keep an eye on the
question of how the classics in turn might have influenced or changed the atmosphere or environment
of the interpreter’s time and country.” Although Huang did not mention the “interpreter,” he agreed
that the intermediary between the interactions was extremely important. Therefore, his idea inspired
this article to focus on how the “process” is more important than the “results.” See Huang 2015, 244-
45.

3. From 1637 to 1644, the mission only reached Shenyang before Beijing was occupied by Qing court
(Wang 2018, 27).
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records helped Ye to identify how the Joseon’s yearning attitude to Ming was 
still consolidated during the period of the revolt through the Veritable Records 
of Joseon Kingdom. Lee Jae-kyung (2014) also argued that most of the collected 
information about the revolts were not guaranteed to be a real reflection of 
the situation of China. The accuracy of information was diminished by the 
ideological prejudice, e.g., Sino-centrism or ideology of Ming’ restoration, 
which was the significant thought to shape the recreation and reconstitution of 
the information about the Revolt.

Besides the ideology shaping on the collecting information, scholars 
also attempted to identify the envoy’s sources of the information about 
China, especially the intelligence about the Revolt of the Three Feudatories. 
Ding Chennan 丁晨楠 (2019) revealed that Joseon envoys and the mission 
interpreters collected and recorded a lot of Tongbao (Circulars 通報) in Beijing 
to facilitate the Joseon court to identify comprehensive aspects of the revolt.

Lee and Ding have both identified the significance of the Yeonhaengsa 
activities on intelligence collection in China and explained that the 
comprehensive studies of the records of Yeonhaengsa could reveal how the 
massive structure of knowledge, culture, and information of Joseon can be 
produced and circulated in the diplomatic activities in the tributary system. 
In particular, Joseon’s perception of the others (Europeans, Manchurians, 
and Chinese) is produced through their writing on Yeonhaengrok, which has 
been widely discussed in academia (Jo 2010; Jung 2010). However, it was not 
comprehensively revealed how the records of Yeonhaengrok were produced.

Most of the scholarly works only focused on the views of the intellectuals 
and envoys as they were the “record keepers” for circulating memory to different 
generations through the writing and publications of Yeonhaengrok. These 
works all ignored how these envoys can collect the information and produce 
the memory in the mission. Indeed, some overlooked Yeonhaengrok, such as Yi 
Jeong-sin’s 李正臣 (1660-1727) Yeonhaengrok in 1722 illustrated that envoys’ 
knowledge about China, especially their imagination on the Ming Dynasty 
was altered by the mission interpreters’ elaboration, which was recorded as the 
collective memory for circulation in the intellectual circle of Joseon.

This article will argue the Joseon interpreters who were not just the 
messengers of information but a critical cultural broker of producing Ming 
memory for the intellectuals in Joseon, especially creating the memory of the 
Ming-Qing transition during the Yeonhaeng mission. This article will begin 

encyclopedia, Le Tour de France or Eiffel Tower…etc., and to re-understand how 
the different demands of the human beings created the community’s collective 
discourse and their memory on the particular location, which provided a new 
perspective to re-write the French history. Not only in European history, but 
Pierre Nora’s concept is also currently adopted in the context of the East Asian 
world to re-discover a new perspective on writing history as well.4 The studies 
on the Sino-Korean relations can also be addressed by Pierre Nora’s concept to 
re-shape the current discourse on the cultural interaction between Korea and 
China.

After the Qing (1644-1911) Invasion of Joseon (1392-1910) in 1636, 
Joseon formally severed the relationship with the Ming Empire and accepted 
Qing’s status as the center of the imperial Chinese tributary system (Wang 
2015). The invasion had re-constructed the Joseon intellectuals’ identity and 
their belongingness to China due to the collapse of the Ming Empire (Sun 
2012). Although Qing forced Joseon to accept the Empire’s new order (Ch’en 
1984), they have utilized different kinds of discourses, objects, or political 
actions to commemorate the status of Ming and attempted to consider 
themselves as the remaining members of the Ming Empire.5 If the battlefield 
of Ming-Qing conflict was the “lieu de mémoire,” how did the intellectuals 
acquire the information about the site and the story behind site, especially the 
facts or stories of the Ming-Qing conflict?

Japanese scholar Nobuo Kanda 神田信夫 (1921-2003) (1951) revealed 
how the Joseon envoys grasped the intelligence of “Sanfan zhi luan” (the 
Revolt of the Three Feudatories 三藩之亂) through their traveling experiences 
in the mission to China. Apart from Nobuo Kanda, Taiwanese historian Ye 
Gaoshu 葉高樹 (1996) also analyzed Joseonwangjo-sillok (Veritable Records of 
Joseon Kingdom 朝鮮王朝實錄) to illustrate how the Joseon officials grasping the 
information of the revolts to reinforce their imaginations on the restoration of 
Ming Dynasty as well as their responses to the revolts. Although Joseon did not 
launch any military actions for this anti-Qing campaign (Wang 2018, 88), the 

4.   To trace the development of historical memory studies in the academia in the context of East Asia, see 
Pan 2019.

5.   Daebodan (Altar for Great Gratitude 大報壇) is a memorial tablet of Wanli Emperor [later extended 
to be three tablets for Wanli Emperor, Hongwu Emperor and Chongzhen Emperor] which allowed 
the Joseon court members to perform rituals to show the Joseon’s gratitude toward Ming regularly and 
symbolize themselves as the lasting vassal of Ming. See Kye 2014.
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that they should repay the grace of restoration which received from the favor 
received from the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) during the Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s 
豐臣秀吉 (1537-1598) invasion.9 Although the Ming Dynasty was collapsed, 
the Joseon court and their intellectuals resisted recognizing Manchus as the new 
ruler of the imperial empire and had the strong belongingness on the Ming 
Empire as before. However, the Qing’s invasion in 1636 forced the Joseon court 
to fulfill the tributary requirements of the Qing Empire and send the ritual 
mission to Beijing regularly (Chun 1968). Those Joseon intellectuals, who had a 
negative attitude toward Qing, were compelled to participate in the diplomatic 
ritual activities for the Qing Empire (Zhang 1985, 13-23). The Qing Dynasty 
expected all subordinate countries in East Asia to send the missions to Beijing 
regularly because Manchus believed that tributary rituals were the major key for 
determining the cultural boundary and state formation of the empire.10 

From 1637 to 1894, Joseon sent 698 official missions to Qing for 
different purposes, an average of around three missions per year (Zhang 1968, 
18-19; Wang 2018, 62-65). According to the regulations, Joseon had to appoint 
around thirty members, including the envoys, interpreters, and other tribute 
guard officers, medical officers, and printing officers (Fuma 2015, 15-16). 
Each envoy was allowed to attach several attendants and servants, which was 
not limited.11 This exclusive privilege of Joseon allowed many intellectuals to 
visit China to satisfy their curiosity about the downfall of Ming China and the 
society of Qing China to shape its China view.12

9.   Since Ming China participated in the 1592-1598 Imjin Waeran to protect Joseon as well as its own 
territory, the Joseon court had reinforced the concept to “repay” the Ming’s favor of “jaejo 
beonbang”(rebuilding a vassal country 再造藩邦) in the 17th century and gradually the “repay” attitude 
was enhanced after 1636 Manchu Invasion. See Kuwano 2015; Han 2015.

10.   The earliest comprehensive study on the relations between Qing and subordinate countries was 
conducted by J. K. Fairbank. See Fairbank 1941. The recent work adopted new approach on looking 
the function of board of rites and discussed how rites had the great impart for making of the Qing 
Empire’s formation. See Keliher 2019.

11.   Kim Taejun and Kim Yil-hwan argued that the famous “Three Great Writers of Yeonhaengrok” 燕行
錄三家, Kim Chang-eop 金昌業 (1658-1721), Hong Dae-yong 洪大容 (1731-1783), and Pak Chi-
won (1737-1805) are the jaje gungwan (younger relatives as military officer 子弟軍官) who were only 
interested in bordering their horizons rather than serving their family members in the mission. These 
examples figured out by the authors explained some attendants of the envoys are allowed to visit 
Beijing without any political or diplomatic duties. During the 17th and 18th centuries, some 
intellectuals used this opportunity to learn more about China and its culture and society. See Kim 
and Kim 2014.

12.   The works include but are not limited to Roux 2016; Luo 2013; Hwang 2019.

by addressing the interpreters’ duties and roles in the mission to identify how 
they can operate the cultural zones for producing knowledge to the envoys. It 
will also shed light on the Yeonhaengrok of Yi Jeong-sin 李正臣 (1660-1727) 
to examine how Yi’s knowledge and discourse on Ming-Qing transition were 
produced by the chief mission interpreter Kim Gyeong-mun 金慶門 (1673-
1737) and other interpreters.6 The focus of this article will be the discussion 
on how the dialogue between envoys and interpreters on the landscape of the 
battlefield of the Ming-Qing conflict was the main component to produce and 
construct the Joseon collective memory on the Ming Collapse in the late Joseon 
period.
 

Knowledge Production: Interpreters in the Mission to Qing 
China 

Since the 17th century, many of Joseon mission members refused to 
communicate with any Qing officials or representatives even though they were 
asked to participate in the mission and travel to Beijing. Intellectuals then asked 
the lower-ranking interpreters for handling the tributary rituals, regular mission 
activities, and negotiations with the Qing government. Pak Je-ga 朴齊家 (1750-
1815) and Pak Chi-won 朴趾源 (1737-1805) both realized that many scholars 
in Joseon have assumed that “China” was a shame but they were forced to 
participate in the mission.7 So, how could these envoys “survive” in the mission? 
Pak Je-ga had elaborated, “Although they were appointed for being the mission 
members, all the documents, communicating works, and mission matters were 
given to the interpreters.”8

A lot of Joseon intellectuals in the post-16th century still postulated 

6.   The preliminary study on Yi’s Yeonhaengrok record was conducted by Law Lok-yin in Chinese. See 
Luo 2015.

7.   The original words of Pak Je-ga and Pak Chi-won were alike: Je-ga remarked, “Our scholar-officials 
viewed China as shame since the rise of Qing…” 清興以來, 國朝士大夫, 以中國為恥and Pak Chi-won 
said, “Since the Qing Dynasty had risen for more than 140 years, our Eastern scholar-officials thought 
China was barbaric society and shame on it…” 淸興百四十餘年. 我東士大夫夷中國而恥之. See Pak 
1961, 413; Pak 2000, 13:45b.

8.   Original wording of Pak Je-ga was: “雖黽俛奉使, 而一切事情, 文書, 言語之去來, 悉委之於譯…” 
See Pak 2000, 413.
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and had different customs, likings, and preferences. In order to make accessible 
what was in the minds of different peoples, and in order to make their likings 
and preferences understood, there were functionaries for the job. Those in 
charge of the regions in the east were called ji (the entrusted; transmitters); 
in the south, xiang (likeness-renderers 象); in the west, didi (those who know 
the Di tribes 狄鞮); and in the north, yi (translators/interpreters 譯)...”14 This 
thought in Liji was perceived in the countries of the cultural sphere in East Asia. 
As Confucianism was the main ideology for Joseon’s state formation, Joseon 
followed the thought of Liji to establish Sayeokwon (Interpretation Bureau 
司譯院) to train the interpreters for the sadae (serving the Greater 事大) and 
gyorin (neighborly relations 交鄰) diplomatic affairs in Chinese (Yang 2001), 
Manchu (Jurchen),15 Mongolian, and Japanese since the 14th century.16 The 
Joseon court paid most of the resources on the spoken Chinese training because 
sadae was the main ideology for Sino-Korean relations, which were perceived 
in Korea during the Joseon period. To fulfil the sadae ideology, Joseon court 
expected the interpreters in spoken Chinese were well-equipped in language 
ability and ritual knowledge to serve the members of the mission to China. 
For example, the ritual knowledge and daily conversation were the critical 
components in Pak tongsa and Nogeoldae, the text-books used in Sayeokwon for 
teaching the interpreters.

In different records of mission envoys, there were many examples 
to demonstrate how the interpreters performed their language ability and 
diplomatic knowledge to help the mission envoys to solve the problems during 
the mission in Qing China. For example, Yi Jinhyu 李震休 (1657-1710), 
secretary of mission in 1691, had recorded his dialogue with the Vietnamese 
envoys which depended on the Joseon interpreters of spoken Chinese as the 
intermediary between the Vietnamese envoys and himself.17 Another example 

14.   The original Chinese words are: “五方之民, 言語不通, 嗜欲不同. 達其志, 通其欲, 東方曰寄, 南方曰象, 西
方曰狄鞮, 北方曰譯…” This paragraph from Liji was translated by Martha Cheung. See Cheung 
2006, 45-46.

15.   Choe Yung-chul detailed the historical development of Manchu studies in Korea and introduced 
different materials in the Joseon Dynasty to offer some new idea on the study of Manchu culture and 
society. See Choe 2012.

16.   The works on interpreters of Japanese languages are very comprehensive. The works includes but are 
not limited to Baek (2006), Yi (2012), and Cheng (2015).

17.   “Report of Yi Chinhyu, Secretary of the Mission of Gratitude to the Grace Cum Reporting” (Saeun 
gyomjinjuhaeng seosanggwan Yijinhyu mun gyeonsageon 謝恩兼陳奏行書狀官李震休聞見事件), 

Between the contradiction of realpolitik and ideological imagination (Lee 
2020), some of the Joseon mission members in the late 17th century and early 
18th centuries still felt miserable for the downfall of the Ming Dynasty and the 
falling of Chinese civilization after the “Manchu barbarians” governed China. 
They were especially interested in searching the sites about Ming-Qing conflict 
in order to imagine the glory of the Ming Dynasty during their missions 
(Wu 2015, 58-108). Some monuments in Northeast China were gradually 
becoming the key sites and battlefields for the Ming-Qing conflict, and these 
intellectuals have tried to place some of their imagination or expectation in these 
sites. However, they lacked information or historical records after the war was 
ended for more than several decades.

Some intellectuals recorded their experience of Yeonhaeng during the late 
17th century and early 18th century to identify some historical rudiments of the 
Ming-Qing transition. These records were identified as some components to 
reminisce about the sadness of the Ming Empire’s collapse. For example, an 
envoy of mission in 1669, Min Jeong-jung 閔鼎重 (1628-1692) talked with a 
Xiu Cai 秀才 (licentiate) to inquiry about the news of Southern Ming or the 
situation of Yongli Emperor 永曆帝 (Min 2003, 10:39a-41b). This example 
explained that Joseon intellectuals were very concerned about the downfall 
of the Ming Empire as well as the relevant issues, such as the court successors 
(Southern Ming) or anti-Qing activists.13 Most of these Joseon intellectuals 
did not experience the war, but they tried to seek help from those who are the 
Chinese to collect more intelligence, which offered more details about the war. 
It demonstrated how Joseon intellectuals relied on the interpreters to be the 
intermediaries. Why could the Joseon interpreters be the “Cultural Broker” of 
the Qing-Joseon interaction?

Joseon Interpreters’ language ability was one of the essential vital indicators 
for them to be equipped as a “cultural broker.” In the ancient Chinese classics 
in the East Asian context, rituals were identified as the regulations of behaviors 
for the people’s interpersonal relationships as well as the norms for diplomatic 
relationships. Those classics also explained the importance of the interpreters for 
fulfilling the norms of rituals and rites. According to Liji (Books of Rites 禮記), 
it explained, “...the people living in the five regions spoke different languages 

13.   Fuma, Chosen enkoshi to chosen tsushinshi, 187-204.
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officials in the Joseon court—interpreters, medical officers, mathematicians, 
calligraphers, calendar specialists, and painters (ibid. 114). Through their 
important impacts to Joseon society, their culture and self-interest developed 
separately from the yangban community.

The Little Chinese Ideology influenced most of the elite-class scholars 
in Joseon, and therefore they felt deeply ashamed of associating with the 
Chinese (Sun 2007). In contrast to scholar-officials, the interpreters willed to 
interact with the lower-ranking officials in Qing as well as the local commoners 
in Northeast China. These activities allowed them to collect some rare and 
uncommon stories concerning the Ming-Qing transition due to their language 
ability, mission duty, and interpersonal network. For example, Kim Ji-nam 
金指南 (1654-1718), the interpreter of 1692 Yeonhaeng mission to Beijing 
was asked by the deputy envoy Min Chwi-do 閔就道 (1633-1698) to search 
the text-books for improvement of gunpowder quality in Joseon.21 Through 
his network in China, Kim finally found a person in Liaoyang who can offer 
the book in Northeast China.22 The court appreciated his work and also asked 
him to translate the book to Hangul, which allowed the lower class workers 
to understand the way to improve the gunpowder quality against the Qing 
Empire.23 

Although some of the mission envoys have criticized the interpreters’ 
misbehaviors, such as corruption or smuggling,24 they found that only 
depended on the interpreters to grasp new knowledge about China during 
their participation in the mission to Beijing. In 1722, the deputy envoy of the 
Yeonhaeng mission Yi Jeong-sin was interested in many aspects of the Qing 

21.   See Kim Ji-nam’s “Deckchobeop simal”; Tongmungwanji 9:45b.
22.   Tongmungwanji 7:24b-25a.
23.   Kim, Sinjeon jachobang eonhae, 23.
24.   In 1712, Kim Changeop expressed his critics on interpreters’ roles in the mission in his Yeonhaengrok 

writing: During the mission, only one or two interpreters of spoken Chinese can handle the 
conversation. When he observed the interpreters’ conversation, most of the conversation was 
unfathomable…we can only rely on our or the Qing interpreters to coordinate the matters between 
the countries. However, the poor language skill of Joseon and Chinese interpreters were alike and 
therefore they can’t help us to speak out. Now they use few words to work for the duty. If some 
critical and complicated matters are happened, how can they handle these matters. So, when they 
faced some issues that cannot be handled, they will offer a bribe…” 譯官無通漢語者, 其中一二人, 號
為稍勝, 而觀其與彼人酬酌者, 為十言無二三言分明…兩國之情, 只憑通官譯官通之, 而譯官既如此, 通官
亦不能為我國言…今以數少之語, 擇而為之, 其於曲折煩多之事, 彼此豈有通情之理? 是以, 若有一事則不
能析理爭之, 無論大小, 惟務行賂…” See C. Kim 1960, 4:88b-89a; Jang 2015.

can be found in the Yi Jeong-sin’s Yeonhaengrok in 1722. He recorded that he 
did not meet any Catholic missionaries in Beijing, and therefore he asked one 
of his mission interpreters to learn about the stories about the missionaries 
(Yi 2007, 8:2b-3a). The interpreter replied to Yi that he had met missionaries 
before, and the missionaries chatted with him in Chinese, which shared many 
details of the circumstances of the church in Europe as well as the faith of the 
Catholic Church. After that, Yi said, “Although I cannot meet them personally, 
it is delightful to know about the details of the dialogue.”18 The examples 
obviously explained the interpreter’s ability equipped them to produce the new 
knowledge for the intellectuals to understand and experience the outside world 
through their elaboration and interpretation in the mission.

Apart from the advantages of language ability in the Yeonhaeng mission, 
interpreters had broader interpersonal network rather than the intellectuals in 
China. Interpreters were not only assigned to participate in the official tributary 
mission to Beijing but also worked for the duty to be the officer of jejagwan 
(officials of messengers 齎咨官) to deal with different minor matters.19 These 
duties acquiesced the interpreters to have different opportunities to visit China 
and provided chances for them to meet different officials or commoners in 
China,20 which demonstrated how the interpreters’ duties expanded their 
interpersonal network in China for collecting information to produce new 
knowledge to Joseon society.

Interpreters in Joseon were classified as jungin (middle people, “technical 
or clerical officials” 中人) by the Korean history scholars. According to Lee 
Seongmu’s (1991) study, jungin were identified as a lower social class between 
aristocratic yangban 兩班 and commoner sangmin 常民 in the Joseon society. 
Additionally, jungin was commonly referred to professional and technical 

Dongmun hwigo (Compendium of Diplomatic Documents 同文彙考), Supplementary volume 3:2b-
3b.

18.   See Yi 2007, 8:3b: “雖不目見, 詳聞其酬酢之言, 可喜.”
19.   Jejagwan’s duties include submitting documents to the Qing court, participating in joint hearing for 

the legal case of Joseon people in China and escorting the drifting Chinese or neighboring commoners 
or criminals to Beijing. See Li 2008, 60.

20.   In the 19th century, a well-known literati-interpreter Yi Sangjeok 李尚迪 (1803-1865) had 12 times 
to visit Beijing as the mission interpreter. These duties encouraged Yi to personally expanded his 
interpersonal network in China. He had more than 100 Chinese literati as his close friends who had 
exchanged poems and writings with him to keep the connection between China and Korea. See Yi 
2009.
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One of the critical members of the 1722 mission was Kim Gyeong-mun, who 
provided much information about Qing China, which satisfied Yi’s concern and 
curiosity.

Kim Gyeong-mun passed the interpretation examination in 1691 and 
began to serve as a teacher of interpretation in the office. He was appointed 
many times to be involved in numerous diplomatic missions to Qing China. 
For example, he served as a postal officer (jaejagwan 齎咨官) to Qing to explain 
the claim of Joseon for the border-trespassing criminal case between 1710 and 
1711.26 Some Koreans murdered few Qing people and robbed their cargo 
during their sneaking to the Qing territory to poach ginseng. Qing officials 
required the Joseon court to appoint legal officials to participate in the Qing’s 
trial. King Sukjong told the court members that the Qing officials would 
investigate the case and that the court should not need to send the statement to 
China. However, Jo Taeno 趙泰老 (1658-1717), an official of the punishment 
office, disagreed with the decision and believed that an interpreter to submit the 
statement is necessary to the case.27 As Jo insisted on appointing Kim Gyeong-
mun as a postal officer, the court gradually agreed with Jo Taeno’s suggestion to 
appoint Kim to handle this criminal case. This example explained that Joseon 
officials trusted the knowledge and language ability of interpreters for operating 
tributary and diplomatic missions. 

Apart from escorting the Qing officials to handle the diplomatic matters, 
interpreters had their own personal network helped the Joseon officials to collect 
significant intelligence about China. While Kim Gyeong-mun was appointed as 
a postal officer in 1710, he met some Qing low-ranking officials in Fengcheng 
鳳城. He chatted with Xiang Jisheng 項繼聖, whose father was a former 
subordinate of Wu Sangui 吳三桂 (1612-1678) and Huang Yi 黃儀, a bithesi 
(the clerk in charge of documents and file 筆帖式), who had worked in Taiwan 
(Min 2001, 66a). Both Chinese lower ranking officials provided some detailed 
information and unfamiliar stories about the Ming Dynasty and China’s society. 
The interpersonal network of interpreters can facilitate the mission interpreters 
to grasp some extraordinary intelligence for intellectuals to learn about China in 
different aspects. 

In 1722, Yi Jeong-sin, like other Joseon envoys in the 18th century asked 

26.   Tongmun hwigo, Supplementary 7:29a-b.
27.   Sukjong sillok, 50:12a (Sukjong 37/3/11).

society, such as the customs, politics, and society as well as different cultural 
phenomenon (Luo 2015, 361). However, he did not know anything about 
those issues. Therefore, Yi Jeong-sin (2007. 8:4b-5a) asked different interpreters 
many questions in the mission for learning the knowledge and information 
about the Qing society during his mission. On another Yeonhaengrok’s record , 
a mission envoy Kim Gyeong-seon 金景善 (1788-1853) in 1832, he asked the 
interpreters to invite an illusionist to their guest house for entertainment because 
there was nothing to do on that day (Kim 1960b, 3:118b). It specifically 
illustrated how the interpreters operated the contact zone for mission envoys for 
connecting their world and China. 

Yeonhaengsa’s interaction with interpreters in the mission showed that 
the interpreters’ language ability and inter-personal network in China enriched 
them with the knowledge on Qing China. The intellectuals in Joseon in the 
18th century mainly concerned the stories of the Ming Dynasty’s collapse, and 
interpreter’s produced knowledge created the Ming memory for the intellectuals 
during their mission to Beijing. The envoys’ mission experiences in the 
battlefields of the Ming-Qing transition were the leading sources for explaining 
how those intellectuals created their memory on Ming’s Dynasty.

    

“Guhyeoldae”: Ming’s Glory in Joseon Memory

Comparing to other Yeonhaengrok, Yi Jeong-sin in 1722 particularly remarked 
how his knowledge about China was learnt from the mission interpreter Kim 
Gyeong-mun. Yi Jeong-sin, who hold a post of Second Minister of the Board 
of Taxation (hojo champan 戶曹參判) in Joseon court (Yi 2007, 1:7a), was 
appointed as the deputy envoy to head the mission group visiting Qing China. 
It was the first time of Yi Jeong-sin’s Yeonhaeng mission. It was remarkable that 
he expressed his interest in everything of the mission in one of his Yeonhaeng 
poems. In the poem, he said, “Although the mission was very rush, I was not 
very hurry and asked everything about the past in details.25 

To satisfy his interest in the mission, the mission interpreters acted as 
the cultural broker for answering the questions of Yi Jeong-sin in the mission. 

25.   See Yi 2007, 1:17b: “到底輒詢前昔事. 王程雖急我心閑.”
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a vital role in helping them to learn the story of Yuan, which helped them to 
create the memory of Ming’s glory in the Ming-Qing transition.

In the fourth month of 1722, the Yeonhaeng mission group reached 
Ningyuan. Yi Jeong-sin has recorded that he visited a beacon and found a 
command post called “Guhyeoldae” (Spitting Blood Command Post 嘔血臺) in 
Ningyuan countryside. He heard that it was related to a story about Hong Taiji 
皇太極 (1592-1643) and asked a mission interpreter, Kim Gyeong-mun, for the 
details of the story. Kim replied to Yi in a very informative elaboration about the 
story of Hong Taiji during the Ningyuan battle. Kim’s reply is as follows, 

“I heard a Chinese myth and story. During the period of Qing Taizong, 
Yuan Chonghuan was the commander at Ningyuan for blocking the attack 
by Later Jin. Although Qing Taizong has attempted to break through 
Ningyuan, he was still defeated by Yuan’s army. Therefore, Hong Taiji 
frequently consulted his counselors for a strategy on the post outside 
Ningyuan, where he can look down the situation of Ningyuan. Finally, 
Qing Taizong tried to fire the wall by the cannons and aimed to destroy 
one side of the walls. Qing Taiju stepped on the command post again after 
the day of shelling and decided to command the army to attack the Ming’s 
army again. He suddenly found that the wall was ‘re-built’ as new without 
any damage. Qing Taiju was shocked and spat the blood on the post. He 
thought that Yuan was so amazing and determined to force the enemy to 
retreat. When Qing Taizong asked the army for shelling the war, the soldiers 
told Yuan Chonghuan about the situation of the shelling. Yuan just replied 
to him, ‘I have already known that. You are very annoying.’ Everyone in 
Yuan’s army was nervous, but Yuan just asked a soldier to do something 
and then ending the meeting. Yuan tried to ask the subordinate to paint the 
shape of the wall in an extensive fabric for covering the damaged sides.

“Meanwhile, the subordinates can have enough time to repair the wall. A 
few days later, the wall was completely restored. After Qing Taizong has 
known the truth, he lamented that my strategies and skills could not be 
compared with Yuan. When Yuan was still staying in Ningyuan, the Qing 
army was frightened for attacking the Yuan’s army. After Yuan was killed 
and Zu Dashou replaced Yuan’s position, Ningyuan falls into Qing’s hands. 
That is why this command post was called as ‘Spitting Blood Post.’”     

(Yi 2004, 7:45b-46a)

many questions about the Ming Dynasty during the Yeonhaeng mission. As 
Kim Ilhwan (2012) stated, the next generation of Joseon intellectuals who were 
born after Qing Invasion in 1636 were fearless enough to express the anti-Qing 
attitude. Indeed, the Northeast (or known as Manchuria) was the main area of 
the itinerary of Yeonhaeng mission to Beijing, and there were different historic 
places of battlefields in the conflict between the Manchu and Ming Dynasties, 
which attracted different envoys to pay attention on the landscape or site about 
the Ming Dynasty. Before Yi Jeong-sin reached Ningyuan, he was unaware of 
any myths and stories about the Ming-Qing conflict in Ningyuan. To satisfy his 
inquisitiveness, Yi Jeong-sin asked interpreter Kim Gyeong-mun to illuminate 
the details of the war.  

Ningyuan was the key battlefield for the Later Jin conquest of the Ming, 
and the Ming army finally marked the first victory in the eight-year-long battle 
with Later Jin (Qing) with successful defense of Ningyuan walled city (Swope 
2014, 35-59). In this case, the battle of Ningyuan can represent the glory of 
the Ming Empire and the effort of the Ming troops in the history of the Ming-
Qing transition. Ningyuan became remarkable site for the Joseon intellectuals 
to express their anti-Qing sentiment as well as create their memory of Ming’s 
glory. 

Manchus began to attack Fushun, Shenyang, and Liaoyang to control 
most of the lands of Manchuria after Nurhaci 努爾哈赤 (1559-1626) announced 
the “Seven Grievances” to declare the war against the Ming Dynasty in 1618 
(Di Cosmo 2017, 115). In 1626, Nurhaci realized that Ningyuan was the most 
prominent strategic location to the mainland of the Ming Empire and decided 
to take Ningyuan with his force of 100,000. Meanwhile, Yuan Chonghuan 
袁崇煥 (1584-1630) was assigned to be the governor of Liaodong with full 
authority to command all forces outside the Shanhai pass. During that time, 
Yuan and other generals built the fortress of Ningyuan, Jinzhou, Xiaolinghe, 
Songshan, Xingshan, and Youzhen to construct a defending line to defend 
and protect Shanhai pass. As a result, the Manchus were not able to break the 
defense of the Ningyuan garrison because of Yuan’s military preparation (Swope 
2014, 60-63). However, the Ming court executed Yuan after the Ningyuan 
battle because the emperor believed that he was collaborating with the enemy 
during the war. As Yuan saw the only Ming commander successfully repel the 
Manchus, Yuan was mourned for restoring the Ming’s glory after the Ming 
collapse in China and even in Joseon. For the Joseon envoys, Ningyuan played 
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It was a command post called spitting blood post on the top of the 
mountain [Jiming Shan]. When Yuan Chonghuan stationed in Ningyuan 
[on a day in the battle], Qing Khan impatiently attacked the wall with 
cannons until the evening. Before the morning, Yuan Chonghuan asked 
the subordinate to paint a fabric to cover the damaged wall. On that night, 
it was cold and rainy, and the Ningyuan wall became an iced city wall. 
Qing Khan went on the post and found the damaged wall was restored on 
another morning. Khan was shocked and spat the blood on the post. It was 
the story of this command post’s origin. (Yi 1960, 2:40a-b)29 

Yi Hae-ung’s writing and Kim Gyeong-mun’s introduction on “Guhyeoldae” 
looked alike. The discourse about “Guhyeoldae” in Joseon society revealed 
how interpreter’s explication on the Ming memory was widely and profoundly 
circulated in the academic circle in Joseon. Even in the 19th century, another 
Joseon intellectual Kim Gyeong-seon (1962, 2:58b) still annotated the exact 
version of the impression of Yuan and the story of “Guhyeoldae” in his 
Yeonhaengrok. Kim remarked that the story was learned from the interpreters. 
The example of “Spitting Blood Command Post” indicated that the 
information from interpreters about the Ming’s downfall re-constructed the 
Joseon intellectuals’ own imagination on Ming Dynasty to shape their memory 
about the Ming-Qing Battle.30 

  

Zu Dashou’s Archway and the “Scapegoats” of Ming’s Collapse

Apart from “Guhyeoldae,” an archway in Ningyuan also attracted Yi Jeong-
sin’s attention. The archway was built by Zu Dashou 祖大壽 (?-1656) and 
Zu Dale 祖大樂 who were the successors of Yuan Chonghuan’s commander 
position for defending Ningyuan.31 During the 1640s, Zu Dashou was isolated 
in Ningyuan after Songshan and Jinzhou were both captured by Hong Taiji, 

29.   “[雞鳴山]山頂有所稱嘔血臺. 昔袁崇煥鎭寧遠時, 淸汗急攻之. 以火砲碎城將入. 値日暮, 以詰朝爲期, 崇煥
夜以畫布作城, 綳障其城毀處. 適天雨且寒, 一夜間成一氷城. 汗乘曉望之, 崩城已完. 大驚遂嘔血于此. 故臺
以是名.”

30.   When Hong Dae-yong recorded his journey in Ningyuan, he had underlined that the story of 
Guhyeoldae was the improbable folk legend, which was widely circulated by the Joseon Koreans. See 
Hong 2000, outer 8:13b.

31.   For the biographical information of Zu Dashou, see Tetsuro 2017.

In this detail explanation, Kim told Yi about the source of the command post 
and the story behind the “Guhyeoldae.” Ningyuan was the first battlefield to 
mark the victory of Ming’s army in the Ming-Qing battle, and it became an 
important location for the intellectuals’ imagination for Ming history. Yi Jeong-
sin has never experienced the war, but he attempted to look for the details of 
the story, which reinforced their imagination for the glory of the Ming Empire. 
Kim’s interpretation elaborated Yuan to be the smartest and the most intelligent 
commander in the Ming army, and he was the only one who could hinder the 
invasion by Qing Taizong. Even though it cannot demonstrate the exact picture 
of the reality of the war, many intellectuals like Yi Jeong-sin willed to believe 
Kim’s explanation as to the part of their memory on the glory of the Ming 
Dynasty.

Pierre Nora signified the sites of memory, engaging the community to 
identify the collective memory of the shared past.28 Some places or objects with 
significance, such as a monument or a flag, associate the community with their 
past and shared memory. His idea revealed how the community re-shaped their 
understanding or their collective memory of the past through the connection 
to the site of memory. In the mission records of Yi Jeong-sin, it obviously 
showed that the interpreters played the leading role of the cultural broker to 
reconstruct the envoys’ memory on the Ming-Qing conflict, which particularly 
shared the glory side of the Ming Dynasty during the battle. The memory of 
the Ming Empire in the last few decades was re-interpreted in Kim Gyeong-
mun’s interpretation of Yuan in Ningyuan as well as the story of “Guhyeoldae.” 
Although Yi did not comment the Kim Gyeong-mun’s interpretation, 
Kim’s information and elucidation were recorded in his Yeonhaengrok as the 
affirmation of Kim’s efforts. Kim’s interpretation was not only affirmed by 
Yi personally, but also his explanation on the story of the Ming-Qing battle 
was consolidated as the common memory of the Joseon Yeonhaengsa and 
intellectuals on the Ming Collapse. The similar memory was recorded in the 
Yeonhaengrok of Yi Hae-ung 李海應. According to Gyesan gijeong 薊山紀程 in 
1803, Yi introduced the similar story of Guhyeoldae as follow,

28.   Also see Weedon and Jordan 2012, 143-53.
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situation and replacing a ferocious tiger by a crippled ewe were alike. [Zu] 
Dashou did not dedicate himself to protecting the country but completely 
waste the military funds and provisions in building the archway. He was 
conceited and believed he could become a well-known person in human 
history. In fact, an arrow was not shot, and the gate was immediately 
opened for surrender once the enemy arrived due to Zu’s cowardly attitude. 
The 300-year history of the Ming Dynasty was ruined in the hands of [Zu] 
Dashou in one day, followed by the collapse of Ningyuan and the outer 
areas of the Pass.” (Yi 2007, 7:47a-48a)

Yi thought that although [Zu] Dashou has died, the archway became a 
substitute of Zu, which was cursed by all. His first wish of being an immortal 
figure was ended in eternal infamy33 (Yi 2007, 7:48a). In fact, Kim’s 
interpretation did not reflect the reality of Zu Dashou’s archway. The archway 
was built as an affirmation because Zu successfully defended Ningyuan for a 
few years after the Qing Invasion of Manchuria. 

However, Kim’s interpretation has shaped the archway as a symbolic figure 
of Zu’s coward attitude. Yi believed Kim’s interpretation and agreed on Zu 
Dashou as the sinner to ruin the Ming Dynasty. These dialogues between Yi 
Jeong-sin and Kim Gyeong-mun revealed that the interpreters not only helped 
the intellectuals to identify scapegoats for the fall of the Ming Empire but also 
re-constructed the new memory of Ming Collapse and battle between Ming 
and Qing which allowed them still commemorating the Ming’s glory in their 
thought. Another envoy Kim Jeong-jung 金正中 (1960, 159b) commented, 
“In my view, [Zu] Chengxun’s two sons were the true pigs and dogs. Why the 
pen [writing about Zu] and tongue [talking about Zu] had to be polluted? 
Only Yuan should be esteemed in the past thousand years history.” Kim Jeong-
jung put the responsibility of the Ming’s collapse on Zu Dashou. Apart from 
Kim Jeong-jung’s ridicule on Zu Dashou, some other intellectuals like Kim 
Gyeong-seon’s writing on the story of Zu’s archway was same as Yi Jeong-sin’s 
record (J. Kim 1960, 2:59b-60a). It is obviously seen that Kim Gyeong-mun’s 
interpretation became the Joseon intellectuals’ common memory on the Ming-
Qing battle, which was continually circulated in the intellectuals’ circle in 
Joseon society decades by decades. Of course, Kim Gyeong-mun may not be 

33.   窃以爲大壽雖死，而牌樓尙在，人得而指點而唾罵之. 其所願誇耀而流芳者，適足以遺臭而聲罪也云.

although he had repelled the Qing forces for few years in Ningyaun. Zu Dashou 
was asked to surrender, and he was permitted to serve the Qing army in 1643. 
After his surrendering to Qing, Zu became a typical “traitor” in the discourse 
of Chinese history. Before Zu surrendered to Qing, Zu Dashou was identified 
as the victorious commander in Ningyuan for a decade, and that is why Ming 
Emperor Chongzhen gave an archway to affirm his contribution in Ningyuan. 
The story of Zu’s archway was recorded in the Yu Cheok-gi’s 俞拓基 (1691-
1767) Yeonhaengrok in 1754. Yu pointed out that building an archway was a 
common practice for the Chinese elites to show off their family achievement 
in academic or political aspects. When he arrived at the town of Ningyuan, Yu 
became very indignant after he saw the Zu’s archway. He berated Zu Dashou 
while their family was receiving the kindness and grace from the country; he 
still decided to surrender. Yu (2001, 56-57) criticized, “Zu brothers received 
the grace from the Ming Emperor, but they were so arrogant and willingly 
surrendered to the barbarians. It is our dynasty’s heartache! Our dynasty’s 
heartache!”32 Yu’s record revealed that the archway as the site of memory to 
shape the envoys’ understanding of how Zu’s yield was the main factor for 
shaping the Ming’s collapse.

How could the envoys like Yu Cheok-gi apprehend the story and memory 
behind the archway? One of the sources is the interpreters’ collected and created 
information for the archway. In the 1722 Yeonhaeng mission, Yi Jeong-sin heard 
about the origin of Zu’s archway and the story about Zu Dashou from the 
interpretation of Kim Gyeong-mun which explained the source of the envoys’ 
understanding on Zu’s archway:

Yi asked, “Who built it [the archway]? What has happened?”
           Gyeongmun replied, “[Zu] Dashou, son of Zu Chengxun, who leads 
one group of Ming army to Pyeongyang in repelling the Japanese in Imjin 
Waeran. Chengxun firstly worked as the assistant regional commander 
of East of the Pass and later promoted to be the regional commander. 
His sons, [Zu] Dashou and [Zu] Dale, were the military officers as well. 
Emperor Chongzhen appointed [Zu] Dashou to replace Yuan Chonghuan 
as the chief commander. However, he and his wife flaunted their status 
every day by showing the 70 teals of silvers awarded by the emperor. This 

32.   “祖家父子兄弟受恩, 自大如此, 而大壽兄弟甘心降虜倒戈, 本朝痛矣, 本朝痛矣.”
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However, I am wild with joy after I reached Shanhai Pass.”34 This example 
demonstrated that how Joseon Yeonhaengsa expressed their expectation for the 
mission in Shanhai Pass after their one-month-long trip to Manchuria from 
Joseon (Hwang 2013).

As Hwang Pogi’s (2012, 28-29) analysis on Joseon literati’s writing and 
Yeonhaengrok, the intellectuals frequently expressed their imagination and 
feelings on Chinese civilization in their writing on Shanhai Pass before the 
Ming-Qing transition. From the poems of Kim Keukseong 金克成 (1474-
1540) and Choe Suk-jeong 崔淑精 (1433-1480) in the 15th century to express 
their view when they reached Shanhai Pass in the mission,35 we can deduce that 
the Joseon intellectuals in the Ming Dynasty mainly symbolized Shanhai Pass 
was the boundary for protecting the China Empire in different dynasties as well 
as the cultural space to show the civilization inside the Pass. However, the image 
of Shanhai Pass in the eyes of Joseon intellectuals was reconstructed after the 
Qing troops entered Shanhai Pass.

In 1644, Wu Sangui and his army garrisoned Shanhai Pass to balance 
the power of Li Zicheng inside the gate and the Qing army outside the  
Pass.36 By the end of the Ming-Qing conflict, Wu Sangui, the regional 
commander of Shanhai Pass, opened the gate of Shanhai and allowed the Qing 
army to suppress Li Zicheng’s insurrectionary army. Wu Sangui was labeled a 
traitor in Chinese historical records as well as in the Joseon records. The decision 
of Wu Sangui about opening the Shanhai Pass for the Qing army re-shaped the 
Joseon intellectuals’ understanding and elaboration on Shanhai Pass.

In 1645, a member of the Joseon envoys, Seong Yiseong 成以性 (1595-
1644), reached Shanhai Pass and he asked the interpreters about this place. His 
interpreter, Kim Gwi-yin 金貴仁, elaborated about Shanhai Pass through the 
poem, “You ask me what the place is it. This is the First Pass under Heaven, 
Shanhai Pass. Although the wall and parapet looked as before, the Chinese 

34.   The original words of the poem are “遼陽始遠似欣然, 及到關門喜欲顚.” See Yi 1988, 2:391.
35.   The original words of Kim Keuk-seong’s poems are “秦築防胡萬里城, 雄圖千古保無爭. 乾坤朝暮關開
闔, 山海高深管重輕. 從此民勞得休息, 始知嬴滅在焚坑. 聖皇若問治安策, 二帝三王未可更.” See Kim 
1988, 3:36a. The original words of Choe Sukjeong’s poems are “長城斷處海漫漫, 東北諸蕃第一關. 推
轂丈人來鎭靜, 負戈戎卒自安閒. 遊春士女迷街巷, 促暮笙歌鬧闠闤. 聖代如今威化遠, 重攖不用鎖連環.” 
See Choe 1988, 1:27a. 

36.   For the discussion of this issue, see Hsi 1975, 443-53. 

the first one to know the story, but his language ability and cultural background 
allowed him to share the information to let the intellectuals record the story for 
producing and circulating this memory of Ming Empire for the intellectuals of 
the Joseon society.

If Guhyeoldae in Ningyuan was the space for Joseon intellectuals to 
identify the Ming’s glory in their collective memory, then Zu’s archway was 
the site for Joseon intellectuals to identify the responsibility of the war in their 
collective memory. The connection between their memory and those historical 
sites was operated by the interpreters. The dialogue between Yi Jeong-sin and 
Kim Gyeong-mun revealed that information collected by interpreters was 
transmitted to be the shared cultural memory of the Joseon mission members. 
Reading and circulating the Yeonhaengrok was the common practice in the late 
Joseon society. The interpreters produced memory on the Ming’s downfall, 
and the Joseon intellectuals commonly believed the collapse was ruined by 
the surrenders with a coward attitude and the emperors’ wrong decision for 
replacing Yuan Chonghuan. It revealed how the interpreters’ elaboration on the 
historical sites about the Ming-Qing transition became the commonly believed 
memory of the Ming-Qing transition in the Joseon intellectuals’ community.

          

Producing Ming Memory on Shanhai Pass

Shanhai Pass was the traditional symbolic site with historical value in Chinese 
history, as the pass for the Great Wall in the early period of the Ming Dynasty 
to guard the narrow passage between Manchuria and Mainland China (Dreyer 
1988, 1012-1103). During the Ming Dynasty, different rulers believed that the 
pass served as a significant outpost against the barbarians. Those rulers spent 
many resources to reinforce the garrison for defending the empire. The location 
of Shanhai Pass was also a significant contact zone for the Joseon Yeonhaengsa as 
well. It is because Shanhai Pass was the main gate of the empire’s mainland, and 
all the Joseon mission had to cross the Pass before entering Beijing. In the 15th 
century, Yi Seungso 李承召 (1422-1484) expressed his feeling on Shanhai Pass 
in his poem, “I seem to be quite joyful when I saw Liaoyang in the distance. 
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incomplete part has not been restored is because the Qing court might want 
to commemorate their glory moment of obtaining the power of the world (Yi 
2007, 56a-b). 

Other Joseon intellectuals’ discourse on Shanhai pass in the 18th and 
19th centuries revealed that the interpretation of Kim Gyeong-mun about the 
damaged part of Shanhai Pass was still circulated in Joseon. When Seo Gyeong-
sun 徐慶淳 (1803-1859) and Pak Sa-ho 朴思浩 (1784–1854), the members 
of envoys in the mission to Beijing reached Shanhai Pass, they both signified 
Shanhai Pass as the place for Qing people to engrave their history to become 
the ruler of China. They had annotated in their records that the Qing emperor 
asked not to restore it and required to cross this damaged part to remind their 
glory history and be mindful of the danger during the peaceful time.38 

Before the Ming-Qing transition, Joseon literati’s writing imagined 
Shanhai Pass as “Ryo-Yeon gugye” (the old boundary between Liao and Yan 
遼燕舊界) in the Ming period (Jeong 1988, 1:24a), which was a common 
geographical understanding on the function of Shanhai Pass in the past. 
However, scholar Hwang Pogi revealed that Shanhai Pass was re-shaped 
as “Hwa-i daegye” (the great borderline between Chinese and Barbarians 
華夷大界) in the Joseon context after the Ming-Qing transition.39 Although 
“Hwa-I daegye” was one of the inscribed boards in Shanhai Pass as early as 
Ming Dynasty, Hwang (2012, 29) argued that none of the Joseon envoys 
underlined this concept in their Yeonhaengrok until the 18th century.

When we read different Yeonhaengrok, how could these Joseon intellectuals 
transmit and create those discourse about the Ming-Qing transition in Shanhai 
Pass as the site of memory? In the dialogue between Yi and Kim, it evidently 
demonstrated how the memory of Ming Dynasty was produced and circulated 
in Joseon. Yi was only interested in the historical story behind Shanhai when 
he reached the Pass. However, Kim’s interpretation of Shanhai Pass was mainly 
focusing on the story of Wu and the Qing’s myth in Shanhai Pass, which 
gradually produced the new memory on the Pass in Joseon academia. The 

38.   The original words of Seo Gyeong-sun are “若値皇帝幸行, 則必由此作路, 似是淸人遺識興王之跡也.” 
See G. Seo 1960, 2:128b. The original words of Pak Sa-ho are “其後康煕遺敎不葺, 皇駕幸關外, 必由
此路, 以示安不忘危之意.” See Pak 1960, 1:22a.

39.   The words of “Hwai taegye” were firstly remarked by Seo Ho-su 徐浩修. See Seo Ho-su, Yeonhaeng-
gi (Record of a Trip to Beijing 燕行記) in Yeonhaengrok seonjip, 4:136a.

civilization over a hundred years was collapsed.”37 This example illustrated that 
how the image of Shanhai Pass in the Joseon society was re-shaped as the site 
for expressing their sadness to the Ming’s collapse after the Qing’s capture of 
Beijing, which was influenced by the Joseon interpreters’ elaboration in the 
mission. 

Shanhai Pass was the midway stop of the Yeonhaeng route to Beijing, and 
all the mission envoys had the opportunity to visit and stay around the Pass. 
It aroused the intellectuals’ interest in the story behind Shanhai Pass, and the 
interpreters tried to be the intermediary to create the memory of Shanhai Pass 
to those intellectuals. In 1722, Yi Jeong-sin initially yearned to consult Kim 
Gyeong-mun about the historical origins of Shanhai Pass when he arrived at the 
Pass. However, Kim shifted the focus from the history of Shanhai Pass to the 
story about Wu Sangui surrendering at the Shanhai Pass. 

Kim firstly explained to Yi that the Pass was not built in the Qing Dynasty 
but during the Ming period. He also expounded that the characters of “Tianxia 
diyi guan” (the First Pass under Heaven 天下第一關) on Shanhai Pass were 
not written by Li Si 李斯 (280BC-208BC) (Yi 2007, 55a). Consequently, he 
changed the topic of conversation from the origin of Shanhai Pass to the story 
of Shanhai Pass during the period of Ming-Qing transition. 

Kim Gyeong-mun linked Shanhai Pass and Wu Sangui in his 
interpretation. Kim Gyeong-mun annotated that when Wu Sangui was 
threatened by Li Zicheng to surrender, Dorgon 多爾袞 (1612-1650), the 
commander immediately reached Shanhai Pass after Wu asked him to provide 
military support for suppressing Li Zicheng’s rebellion (Yi 2007, 7:55a-b). To 
ensure Wu Sangui’s loyalty, Dorgon forced Wu Sangui to wear the Manchu 
queue in Shanhai Pass. Dorgon also disallowed Wu to enter the Pass via the 
main gate to dwarf the status of Wu Sangui and reinforced the Qing’s legitimacy 
on the military action of crossing the Shanhai Pass. Kim Gyeong-mun then 
elaborated on how Dorgon led the Qing army to repel all the Li’s army and 
successfully captured Beijing with the Chinese commoners and officials’ greeting 
(Yi 2007, 7:56a).

Kim Gyeong-mun also showed the incomplete part of the wall in Shanhai 
Pass to Yi Jeong-sin. As Kim Gyeong-mun explained, the reason why the 

37.  The original words are: “為問此地是何處，天下第一山海關，連雲粉堞渾依舊，百年文物不勝悲。”Seong 
2006, 1: 47b. 
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“Little China” or “Joseon China” ideology.40 Therefore, the case study of this 
article expounded how the interaction between envoys and interpreters shaped 
their imagination of the “Ming Dynasty” in their commonly believed memory. 
Envoys’ memory on the Ming Dynasty was solidified as the commonly shared 
idea through their traveling experiences in the sites of Ming-Qing conflict 
as well as the interpreters’ provided intelligence. The interpreters’ produced 
knowledge was evidently identified in different examples of Yeonhaengrok after 
many decades, which explained how knowledge and memory of Ming China 
was widely circulated in the life of Joseon scholars.  

This article explored how the memory of the “Ming Dynasty” was 
re-constructed in the Yeonhaengrok records. Interpreters’ knowledge and 
interpretation not only emerged the imagination of the Ming Dynasty in the 
Joseon envoys’ mind but also re-shaped the self-representation of the Joseon 
society in the post-Ming period, which facilitated them to identify and affirm 
their position of a loyalist in the immortal and glorious Ming Empire. The 
memory studies facilitated this article to create a new perspective for rewriting 
the history of pre-modern Korea and Qing- Joseon relations. Apart from the 
historical sites and places about Ming-Qing conflict, the people’s biographical 
information regarding Ming Collapse, the Qing’s official historical writing 
on the Ming-Qing battle or the news about Southern Ming were also the 
significant “sites of memory” for re-constructing the Joseon’s memory of Ming. 
These connections deserve in-depth studies in the near future to reveal how 
those memories were constructed and circulated in the late Joseon period.

     

40.   Although the interpreters repeated or reinforced the Joseon scholars’ discourse of historical 
knowledge, their information was the main source to allow the scholars and even the Joseon court to 
affirm their commonly believed memory.

dialogue revealed that interpreters had the right to produce a memory of a 
site for the envoys and shifted their memory in another image on the same 
site. Although the interpreters shared knowledge may not be accurate, their 
elaboration produced the collective memory of the intellectuals on how Ming 
was collapsed, and how Shanhai Pass was the primary site to commemorate the 
history of Ming’s downfall. 

Conclusion: Interpreters and Re-producing Joseon’s Ming 
Memory 

Wang Mingke (2011) illustrated that the studies of historical memory did 
not aim for deconstructing our existing historical knowledge but provide new 
perspectives to handle the historical sources regarded as the legacy of social 
memory. Therefore, the historical issues and figures, which were apparently 
reflected in the texts, were not the only focus of current historical studies, 
but the individual or social context behind the texts should be revealed to 
understand the community’s identification at that historical time.

In the discourse of this article, the text of Yeonhaengrok not only described 
the experiences of the Yeonhaeng mission during the Qing Dynasty but also 
revealed how the Joseon Yeonhaengsa grasped the information of the battlefield 
of Ming-Qing conflict to emerge their collective shared memory on the Ming 
Dynasty. In particular, the records of Yeonhaengrok exposed the interpreters 
to play a significant and irreplaceable role in shaping and producing the 
envoys’ memory on the Ming-Qing battlefield. The examples of Yi Jeong-sin’s 
Yeonhaengrok demonstrated that Kim Gyeong-mun’s interpretation obviously 
shaped his imagination on the war and that the record of Yeonhaeng mission 
became the circulated memory in the Joseon society. 

Indeed, Kim’s knowledge has not been recorded in any personal 
writings and books until Yi Jeong-sin recorded his interpretation as part of his 
Yeonhaengrok. Yi curiously inquired about different matters in the mission, 
and Kim Gyeong-mun took advantage of his ability and background to share 
the information. However, the records of Joseon interpreters’ information and 
knowledge were passively selected by the envoys. Kim Gyeong-mun was not 
able to select the information to be recorded, and only Yi decided to select 
his concerning story and information, which was obviously influenced by the 
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Abstract

Manchus conquered Beijing and re-structured the social and political order of 
China in the 1640s. Meanwhile, Joseon Korea necessitated following the Qing’s 
new tributary rituals to appoint envoys visiting China regularly, although Joseon 
intellectuals refused to accept the Qing’s new order. Joseon’s mission route to 
Beijing was the primary battlefield for the Ming-Qing conflict. It provided 
opportunities for them to encounter different battlefield sites, such as Ningyuan 
and Shanhai Pass. In looking for the glory of the Ming Dynasty, some Joseon 
intellectuals were curious about the places of the Ming-Qing transition. As a 
result, members frequently asked the appointed interpreters for interpretation 
of the information. Interpreters acquired extensive experiences in China and 
widespread network with Chinese to collect information of the past. Joseon 
intellectuals relied on interpreters’ elaboration to understand the history of the 
Ming-Qing transition and even recorded the intelligence in their Yeonhaengrok. 
The record was circulated as the intellectuals’ shared memory of the Ming-Qing 
transition in Joseon intellectuals’ circle. This article attempts to address how the 
Joseon interpreters worked as the “cultural broker” to utilize their social network 
and knowledge to construct the discourse of the conflict during the Ming-Qing 
transition for re-shaping the memory of Joseon intellectuals on Ming Empire. 
The article’s argument demonstrated the Joseon interpreters as an intermediary, 
who operated the cultural contact zone in East Asia to produce and circulate the 
knowledge in China for the Joseon community to create their own memory of 
the past.

Keywords: Joseon interpreters, Yeonhaengrok, historical memory, Ming Dynasty 
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